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Have you met a friend online? Finding a collaborative classroom partner gives your students a real reason to
write, new friends, and the chance to break down some boundaries. How does it feel when you can't focus.
You have a job interview. What do you want to do really bad? Sit down on a park bench and look around.
What does that word mean to you? You get to visit a museum on your own one day. You have done an act of
kindness. Write about what you are thankful for. Try something new? What does this lane look like if you
were asked to describe it? Just take a pen and write everything that comes to mind. Programs such as these
also strengthen your college application and reinforce your commitment to writing. Describe your experience.
Write about an underwater adventure you have. Write something about that video. Write about your
conversation. Learn to feel more comfortable with your writing prompts so that when you need to take these
standardized tests, you will be comfortable with the extensive writing part of the test. Dan likes Michelle, but
Michelle is in love with George. Describe it. What do you see in a garage? Go for a walk and bring your
camera. Listen to instrumental music. Why Pursue Creative Writing? You enter a dark room and finally find a
light switch. Does your family share a family heirloom that has been passed down from one generation to
another? Look for the following keywords to determine the proper way to write: If you see the words: how,
define, compare and contrast, what, or analyze in your instructions, your essay should be expository If you see
the words: why, argue, opinion, convince or persuade in your instructions, your essay should be persuasive If
you see the words: tell, imagine, relate, story, or describe in your instructions, your essay should be narrative.
How did it feel to hold someone's hand for the first time? Find a channel on your television and write about
the first thing you watch. Creative Writing Club: If your school does not have a literary magazine or you are
interested in pursuing creative writing in a less formal setting, a creative writing club might be a good bet for
you. How would having the different name impact your life? Write a poem about a joke. You have a favorite
recipe.


